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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The primary purpose of this study was to determine the 
methods and techniques used in teaching elementary type-
writing in publicly-supported institutions training juvenile 
delinquents. 
Analysis of the Problem 
The following subordinate problems were included in 
this study: 
1. To indicate the basis of admission 
to the type\"Vriting class 
2 . To check the frequency of use of the 
more common teaching aids 
3. To determine what other subjects are 
integrated with the typewriting course 
4. To discover the primary approach used 
in teaching typewriting--speed, 
accuracy or other 
5. To ascertain the extent erasing is 
permitted 
6. To indicate how frequently direct 
dictation is given the student at 
the typewriter 
• 
• 
7. To l earn how extensively students 
proofread their own work 
8 . To find out the extent demonstration 
is used as a technique in teaching 
typewriting 
9. To investigate those devices which are 
used in coping with individual differ-
ences in students 
10. To find out which textbooks are in 
current use, and whether the order of 
lessons is followed precisely; also 
to determine vvhether the material 
therein is considered adequate or is 
pUpplemented from other sources 
11. To determine the minimum speed require-
ments at the end of the school year 
in terms of gross and net words per 
minute 
12 . To investigate whether superintendents 
and teachers feel the elementary type-
writing course helps in the adjust-
ment of the delinquent through the 
development of better work habits and 
whether it expedites job placement 
after the delinquent is released from 
the institution 
13. To obtain constructive suggestions from 
those in the field which might be 
utilized by others teaching elementary 
typewriting to juvenile delinquents 
Justification of This Study 
There is a basic differ~nce between teaching in the 
public secondary school and in a public institution deal-
ing with juvenile delinquents. In the former one may 
expect a group of students socially well-adjusted for 
their age. In the institution it is normal to expect 
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maladjusted students. In teaching the latter group the 
p rimary aim must be assistance to each student individually 
in solving his or her own emotional problems and in the 
appreciation and adoption of accepted standards of be-
havior. Therefore all instruction is considered therapy 
primarily, -v i th the attainment of vocational skill of 
secondary importance. 
That typ-ewriting may v-rell serve as a valuable aid in 
character building is pointed out by Allan 1. Knoll in 
" Character Building in the Typewriting Class": 
To live righteous, healthy, and happy 
lives is the final objective of popular 
education. The building of character is 
the purpose of the schools and the ultimate 
reason for the expenditure of millions for 
their maintenance. Today the school should 
place more emphasis on the development of 
character through proper emotional balance. 
In learning to typewrite, one must learn to 
adjust his emotions as well as his motor 
mechanisms to the situation. 
Education aims to develop well-adjusted 
personalities participating in the social 
life of the times and to direct the . 
individual's interest so that it will not 
harm the good of the social group. In this 
society the individual is important, but his 
activities must be controlled when they 
become injurious to others. 
As teachers of typewriting, our problem 
is to instill within the student the ideals 
of integrity, service, and intellectual 
proficiency. These character traits the 
student must acquire while mastering the 
fundamentals of typewriting ••••• 
Typewriting involves some difficulties; 
the student must learn to face these 
difficulties as such and to develop a plan 
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to solve them. Teachers must encourage the 
student to face any unp l easant tasks and to 
learn to attack and solve the difficulties. 
The student must learn not to run from the 
dislike of a boorish classmate or the 
unpopular instructor. He must not evade 
his troubles, but must fa ce them squarely. 
Thinking is hard work . It is fa r 
easier to resort to some emotional compromise, 
to find a plausible excuse, or to blame the 
trouble on circumstances, such as saying 
that the typewriter is faulty or that another 
student nbothered me. 11 Perhaps the student 
sees himself as the successful speed typist 
in a wonde rful job. He fai ls his typewriting 
but sees success in his daydreams. Perhaps 
the student goes to the instructor for 
sympathy, and finding none, he loses interest 
and fails to try. Of course , if the teacher 
offers too much sympathy, t he cause can be 
lost. The stud.ent's problem must be attacked 
and successfully concluded . The student 
must be himself. He must feel that working 
out his own ideas and solving his own 
difficulties prepare him f or the more 
diff icult problems ahead. 
In developing these character trait s , 
the f undamental goal the school is striving 
for is the 11ve ll-adjusted student--the student 
who is emotionally stable as exemplified by 
his character tra its, and who l a ter becomes 
the successful employee and worth-while 
citizen who has used typevvriting as1 the stepping stone to his achievements. 
J:!Iore briefly, !Viarion Lamb vvri tes concerning type-
writing and character building: 
Typewriting training develops self-
di scipline in students as well as in the 
teacher, a fact that students soon realize. 
They must apply themselves to systematic, 
l Knoll, Allan L., 11 Character Building in the 
'l1 ypewri ting Class," The Balance Sheet, De cember, 19 51, 
p. 147. 
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correct practice in order to acquire skill; 
t he best teacher i n the world can only 
direct them.J. 
The dearth of written material concerning any phase of 
busine s s education ~ therapy made it mandatory to ascertain 
the a ctua l status in this specialized field through the 
us e of questionnaires or check lists. Obviously it 1vas 
n e cessary to concentrate upon one sma l l a r ea of business 
e duca tion. Priscilla f•'Ioul ton2 speaks of typevn~i ting 11 in 
such demand in the secondary school curriculum (second to 
that of English)" and Meehan3 says: 
Typ evvri ting remains the most popular 
of our bus ine ss subjects. • • • • It i s 
diligently pursued by approximately 
2 ,500,000 students each year. Once restricted 
to private schools, typewriting is now 
offe red in junior and senior high schools, 
in evening schools, and in colleges. 
Th e r efore , because typewriting i s the most frequently 
taught business education subject, investigation was 
concentra t ed upon the teaching of typewriting . 
This study should provide superintendents with 
factua l data concerni ng co~~only accepted bases of 
lLamb , Iv1a r ion lVI ., Your First Year of Teaching 
Typewriting , South-Hes tern Publish1ng Company, Cincinnati, 
ITliio, 1947, p. 4 . 
2Moulton, Priscilla M., A Word li'requency Study and 
Definition of Terms in Typevvr'Itil1g""")~ethodology, 1v1a ster' s 
Thesis, Boston University, 1947, p. 6. 
3Meehan, James R., "Trends in · the Teaching of Type-
writing," Business Education vJorld , val. 27, l 9LJ-6- 47, 
p . 577. 
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admission of s tudent s to the typevrriting class and should 
provide both superintendents and t eachers with an ove rview 
of imme diate and ultimate objectives . This study should 
prove he l pful t o those teachers who are interested in 
anal yz ing their ovm methods of typewri ting instruction and 
are on the alert fo r constructive ideas promul gated by other 
te a chers in the same f i e l d . 
Definition of Terms 
In thi s study thG term njuvenil e del i nquent 11 r efers to 
children formally coming under the jurisdiction of a juvenile 
court or youth authority. 
"Institutions for juvenile delinquents" refers only to 
those publicly-supported state or county institutions devoted 
exclus ively to juvenile delinquents or to those state and 
county institut ions dealing with more mature or more serious 
offenders but where juvenil e delinquents are housed and 
tra ined as a separate group. 
Al though all the co-oper ating institutions t r ain juve-
nile de linquents , not all of these institut ions are ca lled 
"training schools.n In thi s study, the words tt school" and 
n i nsti tut iontf are used interchangeabl y and assumed t o have 
the same connotation in so far a s they apply to the juvenile 
de linquent. 
HFull-time te a che r n is used in the sense that is 
co mmon among those working in schools of this type : a 
6 
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regular member of the teaching personnel who performs 
teaching duties three hours or more a day. 
"Part-time teachertT is a member of the staff who 
performs teaching duties less than three hours a day. 
Delimitation 
The name of an institution does not always indicate 
whether or not that institution trains juvenile delin-
quents. Therefore a preliminary survey was made to 
insure that all publicly-supported institutions train-
ing juvenile delinquents were i ncluded in this study. 
Postal cards were sent to 166 publicly-supported 
institutions in continental and territorial United States 
and in Canada. This preliminary mailing list was ob-
tained from the tT1951 Official Directory of State and 
Nationa l Correctional Institutions of the U. S., Canada, 
En g land and Scotland" as issued by the .American Prison 
Association. 
Based on the information obtained from this survey 
questionnaires were sent to the 135 institutions actually 
training juvenile delinquents. The questionnaires were 
divided into a number of sections. The first section 
asked for general information regarding the school. This 
information was essential in determining whether these 
institutions were suff iciently homogeneous to serve as a 
basis for correlation of data valid in this study. 
The second section consisted of nine general questions 
concerning the business education teacher. The third 
section consisted of 21 methods and techniques of instruc-
tion carried out by teachers of elementary typewriting. The 
questions were set up so that a checkmark , figure or word 
could be used to answer most of the questions. One question 
asked for personal suggestions helpful to other teachers 
and required answers in statement form. Deliberately 
excluded from this study were grading, testing, and evalu-
ating in typewriting. 
Organization into Chapters 
In Chapter I , the statement of the problem, the 
analysis of the problem, justification, definition of 
terms, delimitation of the problem, and organization of 
the study are presented. 
A few of the characteristics of institutions train-
ing juvenile delinquents are given in Chapter II; and 
the procedures followed in making this survey are included 
in Chapter III. 
Chapter IV includes an analysis of such general 
information concerning the school and the business educa-
tion teacher as is essential in determining whether the 
subsequent data concerning elementary typewriting were 
valid. 
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In Chapter V data obtained from the questionnaires 
sent to superintendents of institutions training juvenile 
delinquents are tabulated, analyzed, and summarized. 
Chapter VI, summarizing the findings and recomn1endations 
of this study, is followed by the Bibliography, the 
Supplementary Bibliography, and the Appendices . 
~ · 
. ' 
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CHAPTER II 
CHARACTERISTICS OF INSTITUTIONS 
TRAINING JUVENILE DELINQUENTS 
To facilitate reader-comprehension of this study, a 
few excerpts were selected which indicated the modern 
concept of the juvenile delinquent and the primary objectives 
of the training schools. 
In her study, Florence Emery makes the following 
statement regarding training schools: 
Training schools today, instead of being 
places of punishment of malefactors, or for 
the safe-keeping of dangerous persons, are 
schools existing for the purpose of re-educating 
the individual child. It is now recognized that 
readjustment to social living is one of the 
primary purposes of these schools. Here the 
child is given an opportunity to find £imself 
under careful, thoughtful supervision. 
Discussing " Junior Behavior Problems", Russell H. 
Kurtz says: 
The training school is now conceived to be 
a specialized child "\velfare institution whose 
function is to re-educate and prepare delinquent 
children for community life. Ivlost of the children 
have been treated by official and non-official 
agencies prior to admission and have not responded 
sufficiently to such treatment to be permitted 
to remain in the community. 
Because of their previous experience and 
attitude tov-v-ard authority, many of these children 
come to the institution with deep-seated feelings 
1Emery, Florence A., A Studt of Business Education 
in State Training Schools ?or De i~uent Girls, Master's 
~Ees~s, University of Tennessee, 19 8, p. 64. 
of hostility and susplclon . They are basically 
afraid and insecure, therefore, the major task 
of the institution is to restore the child's 
confidence in adults and society and to provide 
an educational experience which will help him 
to a more successful school or work adjustment 
when he returns to the community. This calls 
for a program of individual psychological treat-
ment, group living, and special education, 
particularly planned to meet the special needs 
of the children served; and personnel qualified 
to carry it out. The program should include 
provision for adequate •••• educational, 
vocational, and spiritual guidance and training. 1 
The National Child Welfare Division of The American 
Legion includes the following among its recommended 
objectives for juvenile training schools: 
It is necessary that when a child has been 
adjudged as delinquent, to make such preparations 
for training as are beneficial to society as well 
as to the child. Training, retraining or treat-
ment, not punishment, is necessary. Remember 
that it is not a "problem child" with whom we 
are dealing; it is a child with problems and 
those problems are the responsibility of society 
as well as to be overcome by the child. Remember 
also that this child eventually returns to the 
community and that proper care and training is 
a good investment to society as well as to the 
child, if the child makes i~s adjustment after 
returning to the community. 
Anna M. Moroney, superintendent of the Rhode Island 
Training School for Girls, advocates business education: 
1Kurtz, Hussell H., "Juvenile Behavior Problems," 
S£ cial Work Year Book, 19~-7, pp. 266-67. 
2nBuilding Asset Citizens--Recommended Objectives 
for Juvenile Training Schools," Welfare Division , The 
American Legion, Indianapolis, p. 3. ---
/ ,# 
Vocational classes include a commercial 
course where typing, shorthand, bookkeeping, 
business arithmetic and business English are 
taught. This class is usually made up of girls 
who are over sixteen and who have the intellectual 
capacity for the work. This course is by far 
the most popular among the girl! and there is 
always a waiting list of names. 
Miriam Van Waters, outstanding authority in the field 
of juvenile delinquency, states: 
Methods of study should be individual; 
some form of project method is desirable. 
Competition in the usual sense should not 
be permitted, since it is likely to be both 
dangerous and ineffectual in the case~ of children 
laboring under behavior difficulties. 
John B. Costello aptly describes one of the most 
difficult problems of education in a school for delinquents: 
Education in a school for delinquents 
presents a special problem. The students 
have a deep-seated hatred for school. For 
the most part they are badly retarded 
scholastically, and they are literally 
afraid of school. They associate most of 
their previous failures with their school 
experiences. This means that the institution's 
school must be different if it is going to 
catch hold. Since a great percentage of 
the pupils must return to community schools, 
the curriculum must retain some similarity 
to the public schools, or else the child will 
not be allowed to advance when he leaves the 
institution. The difference3 should be in 
atmosphere and special help. 
lMoroney, Anna M., The Rhode Island Trainin~ School 
fo£ Girls, Master's ThesiS; Boston Universlty, I 50, p. 47. 
2van VJaters, Miriam, Youth in Conflict, Republic 
Publishing Company, New York, 1920, pp. ~09-10. 
3sellin, Thorsten, The Annals of the American Academy 
of Political and Social ~ence--Juveniie Delinquency, 
Pnilade!phia,-r949, pp. 166-68. 
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These excerpts indicate the foundation of all teaching 
in modern training schools: that the correct psychological 
approach by the teacher to the individual student determines 
the latter's ultimate success in overcoming hostility to 
the learning process, and in the subsequent attainment 
of knowledge useful to the child upon his return to the 
community. 
13 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
In conducting this study of t eaching procedures in 
e l ement a ry typewriting as practiced in publicly-supported 
institutions for training juvenile delinquents, the 
follmving steps were follm-ved: 
1. A diligent check vvas made of research studies 
shovvn by authoritative lists of studies under 
vmy and lists of theses published and unpublisheda 
Pertinent data was sought in the libraries of the 
Boston University School of Education and School 
of Social Work, the Boston Public Library, the 
Providence Public Library, and the William H. 
Hall Free Library. Only one thesisl in the 
general field of business education for the 
juvenile delinquent was discovered. 
2 . Various articles on the teaching of elementary 
typewriting appearing in textbooks, periodicals 
and r e search studies were analyzed as background 
material. 
3. A questionnaire 'Vvas constructed. Sections I and 
II of the questionnaire contained questions of 
l Emery, 2£• cit., p. 10. 
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general information regarding the school and business 
education teacher r espectively. These were essential 
to establish whether or not a valid basis existed · 
for the information obtained in Se ction III. This 
l atter section, r equesting specific data r egar ding 
t he elementary typewriting course, included que stions 
de signed to determine not only what commonly 
a ccepted methods of teaching were being used but 
also what, if any, adaptations and modifications 
we re being used by teachers of elementary type-
vv-ri ting in schools for juvenile delinquents. 
4. Several authorities in the field of correction 
were consulted to determine which institutions 
listed in the 1951 Official Directory of State 
and National Correctional Institutions issued 
by The American Prison Association train juvenile 
de linquents. Be cause of the variations in names 
of institutions this check was essential in order 
to make a comprehensive list of institutions from 
which vali d data could be obtained for this study. 
5. A preliminary letter \'las composed in which 
superintendents V>Je re asked f or their co-operation. 
These l ett ers were mailed to 166 publicly-
supported state and county institutions 
purportedly training juvenile delinquents. 
15 
A self-addressed postal card was inclosed, 
indicating the superintendent's permission 
to mai l the que stionnaire . 
6. A month later follow-up letters were mailed 
those superintendents from whom there had 
been no response. 
7. Based upon the postal cards returned, a revised 
list was made of 150 publicly-supported 
institutions in continental and territorial 
United States and Canada which actually trained 
juvenile delinquents. Subsequently 15 of these 
indicated their schools offered no business 
education of any sort. 
8. A questionnaire, a letter of transmittal, and 
a stamped return envelope were mailed each of 
the 135 superintendents who had indicated that 
their institutions offered business education 
and that they would be willing to co-operate 
in this study. 
9. Replies were received from 104 institutions, 
or 77 per cent, of which 50 stated their 
institutions did not offer business education. 
The 54 institutions offering some business 
education supplied the data used in this study. 
10. The responses are tabulated and interpreted in 
Chapters IV and V. 
:16 
11. Based on the su~nary of findings of this study, 
the recommendations were formulated. 
f v 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF BACKGROUND INFORJ.V1ATION 
THE JUVENILE DELINQUENT 
To be certain the specific data concerning the elementary 
typewriting course were valid it was necessary to obtain 
general information of the co-operating institutions. This 
chapter offers general information concerning the institutions 
and the business education teachers. 
All 54 institutions, or 100 per cent, gave the number of 
delinquents enrolled in their respective schools. In Table I 
appear 39 schools, or 72 per cent, training 200 or fewer 
delinquents. Six schools, or 11 per cent, showed enrollment 
of 200-300. Three schools, or 11 per cent, were training 
. 
300-400 children. Two schools trained 400-500 and 500-600, 
respectively, and two schools trained 700 and 1025 children 
respectively. 
TABLE I 
NUMBER OF JUVENILE DELINQUENTS ENROLLED 
No. Juvenile Delinquents 
Enrolled 
1-200 
200-300 
300-400 
400-500 
500-600 
700 
1025 
No. Schools Per Cent 
Repor!2E..g___ - --------
39 7~ 
6 11 
3 5 
2 4 
2 4 
1 2 
1 2 
...L.O 
In Table II, 54 institutions, or 100 per cent, 
reported the average age of the delinquents. The majority 
of co-operating schools--47, or 86 per cent--indicated the 
average age of the children to be 14, 15, or 16 . In five 
institutions, or 10 per cent, the average age fell within 
the 17-21 year range while in tvvo schools the age range was 
10-13 years. 
TABLE II 
AVERl-I.GE AGE OF JUVENILE DELINQUENTS 
Average Age 
of Delinquents 
10 .;.. 13 
11+, 15, 16 
17-21 
No. of Schools 
Heporting 
2 
47 
5 
Per Cent 
4 
86 
10 
'l'ab l e III indicates the general methods by v.rhich t he 
j uve~1tle de l inquent vms com.rnitted to the institution. In 
36 instances, or 66 pe r cent, t he Juvenile Co rt , or the 
Juvenile Court in conjunction with t he Youth Authority or 
' Commission, 1vas t he committing agency. Eleven institu·'cions, 
or 20 per cent, received children through "courtn or "court 
orde r " . These did not specify which courts. Children's 
courts, probate courts, and county judges each accounted for 
committal to two schools. In one instance the county court 
made the committal. 
TABLE III 
:P!.lETHOD OF COJ'v1MITTAL TO INSTITUTION 
How Co~~itted No. of Schools 
Reporting 
Juvenile Court 31 
n Courts" or "Court Ordern 11 
Juvenile Courts via 
Youth Commission or Authority 5 
Children's Courts 2 
Probate Court 2 
County Judges 2 
County Court 1 
Per Cent 
57 
20 
9 
4 
4 
4 
2 
It seemed unwise to attempt to tabulate the responses 
from the 54 co-operating schools in regard to their methods 
of determining readiness for release of the juvenile delinquent 
from the institution. Each of the 54 expressed it differently. 
However, the essence of all could be translated into "completion 
of training ; good conduct; citizenship readiness determined by 
the regular staff and intermittent case review by the super-
intendent, control board, case conference committee, or other 
similar authorityn. 
In determining how extensively some phase of business 
education was offered, all returned questionnaires were taken 
into consideration. Of t he 10/+ responding, 54- institutions, 
or 52 per cent, offered some business subjects. 
Of the 54 institutions offering business subjects, 
37, or 69 per cent, supplied information as to the dat e of 
origin of these courses. Table IV shows that 19 schools, 
or 52 per cent, first organized these courses between 1940 
GO {...., 
and 1951~ In seven schools, or 19 per cent, the courses 
were first given between 1910 and 1920. In six institutions, 
or 16 per cent, the period 1930 to 1940 saw the first 
offerings. Three s chools started this phase of education 
between 1920 and 1930. Tv10 institutions marked the date 
n unknown". 
TABLE IV 
PERIOD BUSINESS COURSES ORIGINATED 
Dat e Bus. Ed. 
Courses Were 
Organized 
Unknown 
1910-1920 
19 20-1930 
19 30-1940 
1 940-1951 
No. of Schools 
Reporting 
2 
7 
3 
6 
19 
Per Cent 
5 
19 
8 
16 
52 
Forty- five, or 83 per cent, of the co-operating institu-
tions specified the business subjects given. Table V shows 
el ementary typewriting to be the most frequently offered 
subject, given by 42 schools, or 84 per cent. Shorthand was 
offered by 20 institutions, or 44 per cent. Fourteen schools, 
or 31 per cent, taught business mathematics and 11, or 24 
per cent, taught bookkeeping . Nine institutions, or 20 per 
cent, included a course in office practice . Business 
English was offered in eight schools, or 18 per cent. 
Advanced typewriting appeared in seven responses, or 15 per 
cent. Filing was given in six schools , or 13 per cent . 
Junior business practice and business law were each offered 
by five schools, or ll per cent. Office machines and 
general business training we re each given by three schools. 
Shorthand II, interview technique, and switchboard operation 
vve re each offered in t 1.vo instances and record work, clerica l 
practice , and economics we re listed once each. 
TABLE V 
SPECIFIC BUSINESS SUBJECTS OFFERED 
Subject No . of Schools 
Offered Reporting 
Typing I 42 
Shorthand I 20 
Business Mathematics 14 
Bookkeeping 11 
Office Practice 9 
Business English 8 
Typing II 7 
Filing 6 
Junior Business Practice 5 
Business Law 5 
Office Machines 3 
General Business Training 3 
Shorthand II 2 
Interview Technique 2 
S1"'i tchboard Operation 2 
Record \fork 1 
Clerical Practice 1 
Economics l 
Per Cent 
84 
44 
31 
24 
20 
18 
15 
13 
11 
11 
6 
6 
4 
4 
J+ 
2 
2 
2 
Of the 49 institutions which do not offer a typewriting 
course, only six schools , or 12 per cent, planned to do so 
within the next three years. One school superintendent wrote 
that for the first time in twenty years they had no business 
course , but planned to resume it as soon as a qualified business 
teacher could be obtained. 
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THE BUSINESS EDUCATION TEACHER 
Considered equally important as general information 
re garding the school was general information regarding 
the business education teacher. Had this section of the 
survey indicated poorly qualified teachers, the statistics 
g iven in Chapter V could not have been considered valid. 
As background, therefore, the following data are given 
concerning the teachers of business education. 
In reporting the number o_f full-time business teachers 
employed by each school, the term "full-time" was defined 
as meaning "three or more hours of teaching daily". Of 
the 54 eligible schools, 52, or 97 per cent, replied. 
Table VI shows that 34 schools, or 65 per cent, employ only 
one full-time business education teacher. Eight schools, 
or 15 per cent, had no full-time business teachers; however, 
four schools had part-time business teachers. Four 
institutions, or 8 per cent, employed two full-time business 
teachers. One school had three, and one school reported 
seven full-time business teachers. 
Forty-eight, or 90 per cent of the eligible institutions, 
indicated the authority appointing the business teacher. 
Table VII shows that in 23 institutions, or 49 per cent, the 
superintendent had the appointing power. In nine other 
institutions the superintendent shared the responsibility. 
TABLE VI 
NUMBER OF BUSINESS TEACHERS EMPLOYED 
No. of Business No. of Schools Per Cent 
Teachers Reporting 
Full-time 0 8 15 
1 34 65 
2 4 8 
3 1 2 
7 1 2 
Part-time 1 4 8 
TABLE VII 
AUTHORITIES APPOINTING BUSINESS TEACHERS 
Appointing 
Authority 
Superintendent 
Superintendent and Director Welfare 
Superintendent and Director 
Education 
Superintendent and State Civil 
Se rvice 
Superintendent and School Principal 
Superintendent and Civil Service 
and State Board of Education 
State Civil Service 
Social Welfare Department or 
Commission 
Youth Se rvice Board or Authority 
District Court Judges 
County Court 
Executive Board of Institution 
School District 
Managing Officer Institution 
School Principal 
No. of Schools Per Cent 
Responding 
23 49 
1 2 
4 8 
1 2 
1 2 
2 4 
4 8 
3 6 
2 4 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
• .Jt :11 ~I":Jt 
Of these, in f our schools, or 9 per cent, the director 
of education assisted. I n one school , the state civil service 
wo rked with the superintendent in appointment. In one 
institution, the school principal shared the authority. Two 
schools placed the appointing authority ·vith the superintendent, 
the civil service board, and the state board of education 
respectively. The state civil service had sole appointing 
authority for four institutions , or 9 per cent. Three schools, 
or 6 per cent , reported the authority lay with the socia l 
we lfare department. The youth service board or authority 
held appointing power in two schools. Six institutions, or 
11 per cent, had as many different appointing authorities: 
distri ct court judge s, county court, executive board of the 
institution, the school district, managing off icer of the 
institution, and the school principal. 
Fifty, or 92 per cent, of the 54 co-operating institutions 
listed the mi nimum qualifications f or the business education 
teacher. As shown in Table VIII, 37, or 74 per cent, require d 
certification by the s tate board of education. Thirty-four, 
or 68 per cent, required a college degree and one of these 
made the "B . S . mandatoryn. Eighteen schools, or 36 per cent, 
required state civil service examination or certification. 
Eighte en schools required a degree in education, and one of 
these specified "with major in business educationtt. Seventeen 
institutions, or 24 per cent, required special training or 
previous work with delinquents. Nine schools, or 18 per cent, 
required other educational training and one specified "general 
s e condary" • 
TABLE VIII 
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS FOR BUSINESS EDUCATION TEACHERS 
Required Qualification No. of Schools Per Cent 
___________________________________ R_e_s~p_o_n_~~n~g ______________ _ 
Certification by State Board 
of Education 
College degree 
State Civil Service examination 
or certification 
Degree in education 
Special training or previous 
work with delinquents 
Other educational training 
* B. s. mandatory--1 
37 34* 
18 
18** 
17 
9*** 
** With major in business education--1 
*** General Secondary--1 
74 
68 
36 
36 
24 
18 
To the investigation of the average number of years the 
business teacher remained in the school, 33, or 61 per cent, 
of the co-operating institutions replied. As shovm in 
Table IX, fifteen schools, or 46 per cent, indicated the 
te acher stayed from one to five years. Six schools, or 18 
per cent, showed the aver age stay to be within six to ten 
years. Two schools, or 6 per cent, indicated the business 
teacher stayed between 10 and 15 years. In four instances, 
or 12 per cent, the business teachers had been employed from 
20 to 30 years . Six institutions, or 18 per cent, merely 
entered "varies" or " indefinite". 
TABLE IX 
AVERAGE LENGTH OF SERVICE OF BUSINESS TEACHER 
Years No. of Schools Per Cent 
Responding 
1 4 12 
2 4 12 
3 1 3 
4 2 6 
5 4 12 
6 1 3 
7 2 6 
8 2 6 
9 1 3 
10-15 2 6 
20-30 4 12 
n varies" 2 6 
n i ndef ini te" 4 12 
Forty-seven schools, or 86 per cent, report~d the average 
annual salary of the business education teacher. Forty schools, 
or 84 per cent, maintained full-time teachers. Of these, 
eight, or 17 per cent, offered ful l maintenance in addition 
to salary. The annual salary itself ranged from $1200 to 
$ 2800 . The mean average was $2241 plus full maintenance. 
Thirty-two institutions, or 68 per cent, employed full-
time business education teachers. The salary range was i l600 
·~ 0 to ,P 52o0. The mean average was $3300 for those teachers 
receiving no maintenance. 
Five schools, or 10 per cent, employed business education 
teachers on a part -time basis. This part -time teaching varied 
from 26 weeks to 40 weeks. It is, therefore, doubtful if the 
following information has much validity . However, the 
reports indicated the salary range to be $1200 to ·'' 3120 , 
with a mean salary of $2760. 
Extensive analysis developed no apparent pattern from 
the geographical location, the size of the Lt-7 institutions, 
and the size of the salary paid the business education 
teachers. 
In considering the amount of annual increment for the 
business education teacher, only 35 of the 54 institutions 
replied , or 65 per cent. One figur~ 1 $600, was discarded 
as it seemed probable the person answering misunderstood 
the question. The figures from the other co-operating 
institutions indicated the annual increment ranged from 
:~ 6 ' 6 
'W 0 to :;$ 3 0. The mean average annual increment ·was ~158. 
The basis for the determination of the annual increment 
for the business education teacher is shovm in Table X. 
Thity-two institutions, or 59 per cent, provided the 
information. In seventeen instances, or 53 per cent 1 the 
annual increment was determined by state law or state civil 
service . In four schools, or 13 per cent, the decision lay 
with the state board of education or the director of 
education. In four institutions, or 13 pe r cent, length of 
s e rvice was the determining factor. Of these latter four 1 
one require d advanced education as a condition of eligibility 
f or the i ncrement. The welfare department, board of control 
or personnel board was the deciding authority for three 
institutions, or 9 per cent. In another three institutions, 
the annual increment vvas the 11 increase given all employees. " 
~· r 
One school reported "$500 extra was granted by the school 
board because of economic conditions." 
TABLE X 
DETEfu~INATION OF ANNUAL INCR~~ENT FOR BUSINESS 'TEACHERS 
Basis of 
De termination ;___ ___ _ 
State lmv or 
State Civil Service 
State Board of Education 
or Director 
Length of service 
Welfare Department, Board of 
Control or Personnel Board 
Annual increases given all 
employees 
School Board 
Schools 
Reporting 
3 
J l** 
Per Cent 
53 
13 
13 
9 
9 
3 
...,, ........ 
.. , .. ,... ... 
One school requires advanced education. 
n$500 extra granted by School Board because of 
economic conditions." 
Forty-six of the 54 institutions, or $5 per cent, 
responded to the question as to whether the business 
education teacher must assume duties other than teaching. 
Thirty-one, or 67 per cent, indicated that other duties 
were required. Fifteen schools, or 33 per cent, said no 
duties other than teaching were required of the business 
teacher. 
A perusal of Table XI shows that the dutie s other 
than teaching required of the business teacher could be 
subdivided into five broad classifications. In seventeen 
• •lt.J 
,:;;oJ 
I ,, 
TABLE XI 
BUS I NESS TEACHERS ' E:XTRA- CURRI GULAR DU'r i ES 
Duties 
Supervisory 
Supe ri ntending girls to and from school 
l month a ye a r 
Sho w duty l ni ght a week; visiting and 
chapel every 5th week end 
Re lief l ni ght per week 
Re li e f l week end in 3 
Relief a lterna te wee k ends 
Re lief l week end in 4 
Movie 1 ni ght in 3 we eks 
Supp ly 
Guard 
School paper 
Recreation 
Matron house ke eping whe n no t te a ching 
Supe rvisor 
Clerical 
Administrative Assistan t 
Cl erica l in mo rning 
Off ice duty l week end every 6 weeks 
Fa culty mimeographing 
Te a ching 
Pri n cipal and other classes 
Academic sub j ects 
Miscellaneous 
Chape l (i n turn) 
Manage students' store 
Library and visual aids 
SUMMER ONLY 
Cottage relief duty 
Assist wi t h crews 
Custodial 
No. of Schools 
Responding 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
3 
3 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
3 
4 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
institutions, the business teacher assumed some supervisory 
du ties. In four s chools, the business tea cher performed some 
clerica l work. Seven schools required teaching of subjects 
other than business. Miscellaneous duties were added in 
thr ee othe r schools. In three institutions additional duties 
were required of the business teacher in summer only. 
Study of the original replie s set no clear pattern 
for determination of duties other than teaching . Apparently 
the size of the school , the annual salary, or the length 
of the school year were not t he ba sis for the de cision. 
Several notations--such as " to be discontinued aft er J anuary, 
1952" --may pos sib l y indicate a trend to r elieve the bus ine ss 
teacher of supervisory and clerica l extra-curricular duties. 
Forty-three institutions , or 80 per cent, indicated 
~rhether leave for specialized education were offered as an 
inducement to the business teacher. Of these, 13 schools, 
or 30 per cent, offered leave f or this pur pose. Nine 
institutions, or 21 per cent, offered the leave with full 
pay. Two schools, or 4 pe r cent, offered the leave without 
pay. T\vo schools indicated leave was granted at times but 
specified "no definite plan. " Thirty institutions, or 
70 per cent, stated leave f or study was not granted , with 
or "ri thout pay. 
Again, analysis of the inf ormation obta ined seemed to 
in dicate the figures were not affected by geographical 
location or size of the institution, salaries paid, or 
teacher-educational requirements. 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
The following data were compiled from the information 
entered by the 54 institutions off~ring some courses in 
business education to the juvenil~ delinquent. All data 
concern some phase of the elementary typewriting course. 
The average number of students per typewriting class 
is shown in Table XII. Fifty-three schools, or 98 per cent, 
supplied the data. Nine schools, or 17 per cent, had five or 
less students per class. In 18 schools, or 34 per cent, the 
average was six to ten students. Fourteen institutions, 
or 26 per cent, showed the average class size to range from 
11 to 15. In 10 schools, or 19 per cent, there were between 
16 and 20 students per class. In one instance the elementary 
typewriting class contained 21 to 25 students. In one school 
the average number of students per class was 39. 
Fifty-two schools, or 97 per cent of those eligible, 
supplied information concerning length of class periods 
expressed in minutes. Table XIII shows the tremendous range, 
varying from 20 minutes to 180 minutes per class. However, 
analysis shows that 35 schools, or 64 per cent, had class 
periods ranging in duration from 45 to 60 minutes. Thirteen 
schools, or 26 per cent, had class periods longer than 60 
minutes; and five schools, or 10 per cent, had class periods 
less than 45 minutes per period. 
TAB LE XII 
AVERAGE NUiviBER OF STUDENTS PER CLASS 
No. of Pupils 
Pe r Class 
0-5 
6 -10 
11-15 
1 6 - 20 
21-25 
39 
No. of Schools 
Responding 
9 
18 
14 
10 
1 
1 
TABLE XIII 
LENGTH OF CLASS PERIOD 
Average No. Minutes 
Per Class Period 
20 
30 
35 
L1-0 
4 5 
50 
55 
60 
65 
80 
85 
90 
100 
1 2 0 
150 
1 8 0 
11 Varies" 
No. of Schools 
Re sponding 
1 
2 
1 
1 
14 
7 
4 
10 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
Per Cent 
17 
34 
26 
19 
2 
2 
Per Cent 
2 
4 
2 
2 
27 
13 
5 
19 
4 
2 
2 
4 
2 
4 
2 
2 
4 
33 
Fifty-three, _or 98 per cent, of the co-operating schools 
supplied the data for Table XIV. Forty-five schools, or 85 
per cent, stated the number of classes in elementary 
typewriting per week ranged up to five. Three schools , or 
5 pe r cent, had classes from . six to ten periods per week . 
Two schools had 15 to 20 periods per week devoted to 
elementary typewriting and two others showed 25 to 30 periods 
per week. One answer obviously reflected misunderstanding 
of the question . 
TABLE XIV 
CLASS PERIODS PER WEEK 
No. of Class Periods No. of Schools Per Cent 
Per Week Responding 
0-5 45 85 
6 -10 3 5 
15-20 2 4 
2 5-30 2 4 
240'!>: 1':' 2~' 
,,, Apparently misunderstood question ,,, 
Forty-nine schools, or 91 per cent , indicated the number 
of weeks per year the elementary typewriting course was 
given. Table XV shows the wide range from eight weeks to 
52 weeks. Twenty-two schools, or 46 per cent, offered the 
course from 36 to 40 weeks per year. Twelve institutions, 
or 24 per cent, gave the course 52 weeks in the year. Nine 
schools, or 18 per cent, continued the course from 41 
to 50 weeks. 
TABLE XV 
Nill~BER OF WEEKS COURSE IS GIVEN 
No. of \!leeks No. of Schools Per Cent 
in Year Res12onding 
8 1 2 
20-25 1 2 
26 -30 1 2 
31-35 1 2 
36-40 22 ~-6 
41-50 9 18 
52 12 24 
Varied 2 4 
All 54 schools, or 100 per cent, indicated the make 
of machines used in the teaching of elementary type\vriting . 
Based on Table XVI, the leading machines were the Royal 
typewriter, used by 39, or 72 per cent of the schools; 
the Underwood typewriter as indicated by 36, or 67 per 
cent, of the schools; the L. c. Smith typewriter , listed 
by 29 schools, or 53 per cent; and the Remington Rand 
typewriter as indicated by 22 , or 41 per cent of the schools . 
TABLE XVI 
KI NDS OF MACHINES USED BY BEGINNING STUDENTS 
Make No. of Schools Per Cent 
Us in 
Royal 39 72 
Underwood 36 67 
L. c. Smith 29 53 
Remington Rand 22 41 
lifoodstock l 2 
Sm ith-Corona l 2 
Electric 0 0 
The bases of admission to the typewriting class were 
listed for all 54 institutions. Table XVII indicates these 
bases under four broad classifications . Thirty-one schools 
ut ilized the r e sults of an intelligence quotient te st. Nine 
schools used the Binet , 13 schools used the Wechsler-
Be llei.rue, and nine schools did not specify the I. Q. test 
involved . Recommendation was the basis of a dmission to the 
typewriting class in many of the s chools. Ten schools 
require the re commendation of the psychiatrist, 12 depended 
u pon the business teacher, 13 schools required the 
recomme ndation of the social worker , an~ in 14 instances 
the superintendent made the decision . Others, whose 
recommendation is required , are shown in Table XVII . 
Forty-one institutions, or 76 per cent , had no age 
requirement as a basis of admission to the elementary 
typewriting class. In the remaining 13 schools, the age 
requirement ranged from 14 to 17 years. 
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TABLE XVII 
BASES OF ADMI SSION TO THE TYPEvVRITING CLASS 
Basis No. of Schools Per Cent 
Res:eonding 
I • Q. Tests 
We chsler-Bellevue 13 24 
Binet 9 17 
Other 9 17 
He commendation 
Superintendent 14 26 
Social !orker 13 24 
Business Teacher 12 23 
Psychiatrist 10 19 
Principal 3 6 
Guidance Officials 3 6 
Director of Education 2 4 
Classification Committee 2 4 
Clerical Staff 1 2 
Case Conference Committee 1 2 
"Other" undesignated 9 17 
Ag_e Reg,uirement 
14 3 6 
15 6 10 
16 3 6 
7-17 1 2 
None 41 76 
Miscellaneous 
Academic ability 18 33 
Grade level 7--1 
Grade level 7 to 12--1 
Grade level 9--5 
Grade level 8--2 
Grade level 10--2 
"High school"--7 
Student's interest 11 20 
Vocational interest 2 4 
---· 
Eleven schools stated that the sole basis of admission 
was the interest expressed by the student. Two schools 
required only vocational interest on the part of the student, 
while 18 wrote that academic ability vms the basis. This 
ability was indicated by "grade level" and ranged from 
''grade 7n to "high school." Grade level 8, 9, and 10 and 
"high school" predominated , being listed 16 times. 
A wide range of teaching aids vvas used as motivation 
for the students of elementary typewriting in institutions 
training juvenile delinquents . Table XVIII indicates the 
replies from all 54 institutions. Charts were used by 49 
schools, or 91 per cent. Drill material was listed by 45, 
or 83 per cent. Lesson plans appeared 42 times, or 77 per 
cent; and work for other departments was done in 40 schools, 
or 74 per cent. Thirty-four teachers, or 63 per cent, used 
bulletin board displays, while work on the school newspaper 
was done in 30 instances, or 55 per cent. Magazine and 
newspaper clippings were utilized by 29, or 54 per cent. 
Films and music, talks by secretaries in various lines of 
work, and training in filling in application blanks for 
employment of various types, were utilized as teaching aids . 
Comments from the co-operating schools suggested such other 
devices as nwork for the local garden club,'' "clerical 
~tvork for local community organizations," "occasional visits 
to offices," and filling in "bank forms." 
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TABLE XVIII 
TEACHING AIDS USED 
I 
Aids 
Charts 
Drill material 
Lesson plans 
\A! o rk for other departments 
Bulletin board displays 
Work on school ne\...rspaper 
:Magazine and/or 
newspaper clippings 
Films 
Application blanks for 
employment of various types 
Mus ic 
Talks by secretaries 
in various fields 
I 
No . of Schools 
Responding 
49 
45 
42 
40 
3Ll-
30 
29 
25 
17 
16 
7 
Per 
To the question, nno you consider the standard 
Cent 
91 
83 
77 
7L~ 
63 
55 
54 
46 
31 
30 
13 
I 
methodology of teaching typewriting I as used in the public 
schools practicable in your school?" twenty-two respond-ed 11Yes 11 • 
I 
I 
El even schools replied 11 No • 11 Fifteen institutions answered 
n Yes, 11 but qualified their statements to such an extent 
I 
th~t their answers must be considered negativeo For example , 
I 
one school wrote , 11Must be changed ; teaching is individual 
with class changing quite often . " Another stated , 11 Not 
exactly; must be adapted to these particular children. " 
Others entered such notations as 11 yes --and varied , " and 
11 for the most part , 11 " largely, 11 and ne ssentially.n 
Only one school vJhich answered in the negative in the 
previous dis cussion suggested any alternative printed 
me"'chodology . Thi s s chool used successfully and recommended 
rt The Teachers Handbook Prepared by the Typewrit er Research 
Foundation. a 
Forty of the 44 schools r eporting , or 91 per cent, 
in dicated an orientation tal k was g iven at the start of the 
e l ementary typ e;,v-riting course . One teacher i-rrote that she 
felt the orient ation t a l k to be 11 t he most vital motivating 
de vice used in t eaching this particular group of juveniles. " . 
Only four teachers , or 9 pe r cent, said they did not give 
a n orientation talk. 
That it was a ccepted practice to integrat e other 
subje cts with el ementary typewriting was shown by the replies 
from 54 co-operating schoo l s , or 100 per cent. Tab l e XI X 
ind ica tes that 50 s chools , or 93 pe r cent, integrated spelling 
with the typewriting . Fort y-five , or 83 per cent, i ntegrat ed 
general business information. Grammar was incorporated by 
4 3 teachers , or 80 per cent and composition by 38 , or 70 per 
c ent. Only 29 schools, or 54 per cent, integrated arithmetic. 
Twenty institutions, or 37 per cent, integrat ed with the 
e l ementary typewr iting such other subjects a s business 
e tiquette and personality characteristics , office procedure , 
social studi es , s cience , and remedial reading. 
"0 •_;_ \. 
--
TABLE XIX 
SUBJECTS I NTEGRATED WITH TYPEWRITING 
Subject 
Sp elling 
General Business Information 
Grammar 
Co mposition 
Arithmetic 
Ot her 
No. of Schools 
Responding 
50 
L~5 
43 
38 
29 
20 
Per Cent 
93 
83 
80 
70 
54 
37 
Asked to indicate their primary approach in teaching 
e l ementary typewriting , 54 schools responded. In this 
question the accuracy approach wa s defined a s emphasis 
always on accuracy in all work. Table XX shows that 38 
teachers, or 70 per cent, considered accuracy to be their 
primary approach . Thirteen teachers, or 24 per cent, used 
" alternate drives first for speed then for control." 
Seventeen teachers, or 31 per cent, indicat ed their primary 
approach to be other than speed or accuracy. Several teachers 
checked " s pee dn or n a ccuracy" and n other .. tr A majority wrote 
a supplementary comment, and indicat ed their hesitancy to 
c h eck e ither speed or accuracy primarily. Many wrote suc h 
t h ings as ndirected to individual needs, " naccording to t he 
social need of the individual student " and ncourse primarily 
for therapeutical purpose s; howeve r , professional standards 
o f accuracy a nd speed us ed as guides on an individual basis. " 
Table XX shows that 26 teachers, or 48 per cent, 
permitted erasing only vfhen specified by the teacher. 
Nineteen teachers, or 35 per cent, permitted no erasing. 
I 
Eight teachers, or 15 per cent, allowed their students to 
erase on all assigned work and the same number sanctioned 
erasures on letters and manuscripts only. The seeming 
anomaly of 61 check marks and but 54 co-operating institu-
tions is explained by the fact that some teachers checked 
I 
twb items. These entered qualifying notations such as 
"not at all during first semester," "during second semester 
onlly,n or nsecond and third term." 
j As indicate d in Table XX , 34. teachers, or 63 per cent, 
required proofreading on all papers. Sixteen , or 30 per 
cent, required proofreading on most papers , while f our 
I 
teachers required proofreading only when specified . 
The extent that direct dictation was given t o the 
I 
student at the typewriter is shown in Table XX. Twenty-
three teachers, or 42 per cent , gave direct dict ation 
ocbasionally. Fourteen teachers, or 26 per cent, did not 
I 
g ive it at all; 11, or 20 per cent, gave direct dictation 
f requently; and f our, or 7 per cent, very frequently . One 
I 
te~cher stipulated dire ct dictation was given the students 
I 
only after they were "familiar enough : with the machine and 
t h yy have acquired a little speed." 
. ! .., 
Phase and 
TABLE XX 
PHASES OF TYPEWRITING 
D ~gree of Use --~---~-~N_o. of Schools Per Cent 
Primarl a2proa~~ 
Accuracy 
Speed 
Other 
Only when specified by teacher 
Not at a ll 
On all assigned classwork 
On letters and manus cripts only 
P rbofreading 
On all papers 
On most papers 
Only when s pecified 
Direct dictation 
Occasionally 
Not a t all 
Frequently 
Very frequently 
Other 
38 
13 
17 
26 
19 
8 
8 
34 
16 
4 
23 
14 
11 
4 
l 
70 
24 
31 
48 
35 
15 
15 
63 
30 
7 
42 
26 
20 
7 
2 
Hovr important personal demonstration of various 
techniques by the teacher was considered is shovm in Table 
XAI . Correct insertion and removal of paper was demonstrated 
by 49 teachers, or 91 per cent. Forty-eight teachers, or 
90 per cent, personally demonstrated both the position of 
the hands and carriage retur n. Forty-six teachers, or 85 
pe r cent, demonstrated posture , proper stroking, and us e of 
~ -3 
the shift keys. The proper r eaches of all keys int r oduced 
wa s demonstrated in 44 instances , or 81 per cent. The use 
of tabulator keys, use of carbons, and centering were 
demonstrated pe rsonally by 43 teachers, or 80 per cent. 
TABLE XXI 
TECHNH~UES TEACHER- DElVIONST RATED 
Te ,chnique 
Insertion and r emoval of paper 
Position of hands 
Carriage return 
Posture 
Proper stroking 
Us e of shift keys 
Proper reaches of 
a ll keys introduced 
Use of tabulator keys 
Use of carbons 
Centering 
No . of Teachers 
Demonstratin>" 
49 
48 
~-8 
46 
46 
46 
44 
4-3 
43 
43 
Per Cent 
91 
90 
90 
85 
85 
85 
81 
80 
80 
80 
Tab le XXII indicates various devices used in coping with 
individual differences in student s . Forty-six teachers, or 
8 5 pe r cent , allowed students to progress at t he ir ovm speed . 
Twenty-seven, or 50 per cent, analyzed the students' errors. 
Twenty-five, or 46 per cent, assigned work based on the 
student 's speed and ac curacy ability. Tv,renty teachers, or 
37 per cent, utilized t eacher-established minimum require-
ments. A number of personal notations inferred that the 
method was changed to meet the occasion and that a method 
successful with a student at one time might have to be 
·-,-
discarded for another as the course proceeded. Perhaps this 
was most lucidly stated by the teacher who noted, "I study 
the attitude of my students in order that I may approach them 
in a way they can best accept instruction." 
TABLE XXII 
METHOD USED IN COPING WITH INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES 
Method No. of Teachers 
Responding 
Allow students to progress 
at own speed 46 
Analyze student's errors 27 
Assign work based on speed 
and accuracy ability 25 
Teacher-established 
minimum requirements 20 
Other 11 
Per Cent 
85 
50 
46 
37 
20 
The 26 textbooks used in elementary typewriting are 
compiled alphabetically in Table XXIII. This table is based 
on the responses from the 54 institutions training juvenile 
delinquents in this subject. Fifteen schools used the 1947 
edition of 20th Century Typewriting by Lessenberry and 
Crawford. Six teachers used the 1942 edition of 20th Century 
Typewriting by D. D. Lessenberry. Gregg Typing, 3rd Edition, 
Complete Course, by Sorrelle, Smith, Foster, and Blanchard, was · 
used in five institutions. The 1937 edition of 20th Century 
Typewriting by Lessenberry and Jevon was used by four schools. 
AUTHOR 
Blanchard and Smith 
Blanchard and Smith 
Dvorak-Merrick 
Edvmrd , vJ, G. 
Eldridge, Craig, and 
Pr itz 
Ford-Dealey 
Hakes, Adelaide 
Korona and Rov~e 
Korona and Rowe 
Lessenberry and 
Cra·wford 
Lessenberry, D. D. 
Lessenberry and Jevon 
Lloyd, Alan C. 
McNamara and Kean 
Overs treet, C. 
Reigner, Charles G., 
\!Jhi te, VJalter T . , 
and Fisher, Ray Hall 
Smith, C. 
Smith, Harold H. 
Sorelle, R. 
Sorelle, Smith , 
Foster and Blanchard 
Stuart, Esta Ross 
Stuart, Esta Ross 
Wanous, S . J . 
v.Jebb, R. F . 
Hhite, Walter T. 
White , Walter T., and 
Reigner, Charles G. 
TABLE L'\III 
TEXTS USED IN TYPEvffiiTING I 
TEXT 
80 Lessons i n Typing for Business 
Typing for Business, One Year Course 
Elementary Typewriting Course 
First Course in EJ~ert Typewriting 
Scientific Typewrit i ng 
Typewriting Speed Studies 
Business and Personal Typewriting 
Business and Personal TypevJriting 
20th Century Typewr i ting 
20th Century Type\•Jr i ting 
20th Century Typewriting 
Personal Typing 
Typewriting for Immedi ate Use 
Fifteen Minutes a Day 
College Typing, Second Edition 
Practical Course in Typing 
Typev'lriting Technique 
New Rat ional (Typewriting) 
Gregg Typing, Third Edition, Complete 
Course 
Typing, Book I, Revised 
Typing, Complete, Revised 
Basic Typewriting Drills 
Simplified Typewriting 
Typing for Accuracy, Fourth Edition 
Rowe Typing, Second Edi tion , Revised 
COPYRIGHT NUMBER OF SCHOOLS 
DATE RESPONDING 
1946 
1946 
1937 
1935 
1947 
1945 
19L!·5 
1950 
19L1.7 
1942 
1937 
1947 
1938 . 
1945 
1951 
1936 
19La 
1939 
1939 
19LJ.4 
1941 
1950 
1950 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
15 
r 
0 
4. 
1 
.., 
J. 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
f~ 
0~ 
1-/'l 
Three schools used 80 Lessons in Typing for Business , by 
Blanchard and Smith. Three schools used Typing for Business, 
One Year Course, by Blanchard and Smith. Stuart Typing, Book I, 
Revised, by Esta Ross Stuart , was used in two instances. The 
other 19 textbooks were each listed once. 
Textbooks used in teaching elementary typewriting in 
54 institutions are listed according to the copyright date in 
Table XXIV. Thirty textbooks were used which were published 
in the peried 1945-51. Thirteen of the texts in use were 
published between 1940 and 1945; and the years between 1931 
and 1940 represented the copyright date of 11 textbooks. As 
indicated, most of the textbooks in use were fairly up to date. 
Year 
1951 
1950 
1947 
1946 
1945 
1944 
1942 
1941 
1939 
1938 
1937 
1936 
1935 
TABLE XXIV 
TYPEWRITING TEXTBOOKS OF FIRST-YEAR STUDENTS, 
ARRANGED ACCORDING TO COPYRIGHT DATES 
No. of Schools Responding 
1 
3 
17 
6 
3 
1 
6 
6 
3 
1 
5 
1 
1 
I . 
For class use, of the 51 co-operat i ng teachers , 34 , or 
66 per cent , supplemented the material in the typing manuals . 
Ten teachers , or 19 per cent , indicated that all the material 
used came from typing manuals but seven of the latter , or 
14 per cent , qualified their answers by such statements as 
''yes , except for standard speed tests" and "yes , except for 
figures." 
Asked if the order of lessons presented in the text 
were followed, 31 teachers answered in the affirmative , 
12 answered in the negative , and 10 made qualified responses . 
These latter made such notations as " yes , if deemed good 
on an individual basis , " "usually," 11 not always , " and "for 
the most part, yes . " Hence, to eliminate subjective 
interpretation , these ten response s are listed separately . 
It would appear that teachers in schools training 
juvenile del inquents did not conside r minimum speed require-
ments in elementary typewriting of too great significance . 
Tab l e LXV indicates the minimum requirements in terms of 
gross words per minute and net words per minute . Twenty-
five s chools , or 46 per cent , replied there were no 
established speed requirements for their students . Only 
12 schools had any re quirements for gross words per minute 
and 2L~ teachers listed a minimum requirement in terms of 
net vmrds per minute . 
Many comments were written by teachers on this phase, 
such as: "varies vJith individual;" "don't set a minimum 
as there is some variation in abilities . Students progress 
at own rate. Some of my beginning students f or 3-mi nute 
writings are typing at times f r om 25-40 ·w ords :per mi nute"; 
"not stressed n ; "No minimum or maxi mum required; they work 
for s peed certificates but no rigi dity is held'1 ; "indivi dual" 
(three schools); "not a ri gid requirement " (three schools); 
"I usua lly bring my students up to 40-45 words a minute by 
end of first year''; "a number of s tudents a verage 40 net 
vv ords pe r minute a t end of 1st year, but 20 was minimum 
for certifica te"; "severa l girls attained a speed of 55 
vv pm in typing . 11 
Gross ~"lords 
A Minute 
25 
30-35 
40 
45 
50 
50- 60 
60 
None 
TABLE ilv 
IV1I N]JjlUM SPEED RRQ,UIREII,J:El'JTS 
F OR l!TRS'r- YEAR TYPING 
Schools 
Responding 
1 
1 
5 
1 
1 
1 
2 
25 
Net Words 
A lif!inute 
20 
25 
25- 30 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
None 
Schools 
Responding 
2 
2 
1 
8 
4 
4 
2 
1 
25 
In an a tt emp t to de termine whethe r or not the teaching 
of elementa ry typewriting in schools training juvenile 
delinquents was justifiable, superintendents and teachers 
we re asked to express their personal opinion on t wo points. 
J. 0 
The first question was whether or not they felt the 
elementary typewriting course to be effective in helping 
the delinquent in adjusting through the development of 
better work habits. Of the 54 questioned, 53 answered--
and the ansvvers were unanimously affirmative. 
The second point was whether or not the course 
expedited placement in a job after the delinquent was 
released from the institution. Obviously there vvas 
considerable doubt on this. Thirteen made no reply at 
all; tvm ansvvered in the negative; 39 responded in the 
affirmative , but of these l atter eight qualified their 
replies by such phrases as "for a few , 11 "occasionally, n 
nsometimes , n 11 not of ten, n and Tlin certain cases. 11 How-
ever , in a personal letter, one superintendent states 
" ••••• It is our belief , bas ed on experience s of more than 
2 5 years, that the typewriter is a very useful bit of 
me chanism, regardless of vv·hether or not the child expects 
to use it in the future. For those who have the intelli-
gence, the interest and the perseverance to go on and 
finish the secretarial course, there should always be good 
employment opportunities." 
The quest ion was asked nBased on personal experience 
have you any suggestions that would help a typing teacher 
who is inexperienced in teaching juvenile delinquents''? It 
was fully realized that the material derived from this 
quest ion would not lend itself completely to objective 
analysis. However , it was felt that since the ansvmrs 
emanated from superintendents and teachers experienced in 
this specialized field, their suggestions would contribute 
to solut~ion of one of the subordinate problems involved in 
this study. 
The responses could roughly be divided into two main 
categories: those dealing with the mechanics of typewriting, 
and those dealing with teacher-pupil attitude. Of the latter, 
seven specifically indicated the main objective to be therapy; 
six stated or implied they believed the juvenile delinquent 
required no different teaching attitudes or methods; four 
were general in character; and 25 directed their remarks to 
coping with individual differences. 
That the following may be considered in as objective 
light as possible the remarks from co-operating superintendents 
and teachers are quoted verbatim and without qualifying comment 
or analysis . 
"The primary a im, of course, is therapy. This does not 
preclude meeting skill standards established by public schools. 
It does mean intelligent attention to meeting problems 
incurred by individual differences so pronounced in students 
in institutions of this type. " 
" I would suggest patience , remembering that juvenile 
delinquents' troubles generally stem from a feeling of 
insecurity. I would try to help them develop a feeling of 
self-confidence a nd encourage them to the best of my ability, 
so they will be able to go out into the world and compete 
with adult society." 
"In typing classes I am sure we have boys v.rho would not 
have been in typing classes in their home schools. In the 
g roup are boys who learn typing or any other subject very 
slowly . With few exceptions thes~ boys do arrive at a 
reasonable accomplishment of net words per minute , and are 
satisfied and pleased. In contrast there are severely 
disturbed but above aver_§lge students v.rho find it difficult 
to concentrate and work steadily and constructively for an 
hour . These boys' typing grades will be lower than their 
En glish and social studies grades, because they cannot 
capitalize on acquired knowledge. Their behavior pattern is 
much below their ability . These boys are capable of under-
standing their own problems , and voluntarily endeavoring to 
overcome their poor work habits and personality integration. 
Between these extremes are all variations and combinations of 
abilities, habits, and attitudes . For all of the boys I feel 
the typing period is good therapy . They enjoy it and gain a 
sense of concrete accomplishment . They all need more 
encouragement than an average group . They need understanding 
but also need to realize they must accomplish and progress . n 
" The tea cher needs an understanding of the neurological 
factors involved in children with varying intensities of 
e motional disturbance. Skill in typing should be subordinated 
to the goal of 'l.llrritten expression ••• 11 
"I vvould suggest that the teacher try to establish good 
rapport in her classes right from the very beginning and make 
i ·~ possible f or the student to relax while he types instead 
of causing him to be tense and to feel rushed, especially 
during timed writ ings . Encouragement and patience are 
essential when you have a gro.up of children vli th varying 
abilities. I also feel that the child who might be a 
little slow in some subjects, as compared with the rest of 
his classmates, should be given a chance in typing if he 
wants it. Somet i me s the child you expect the least of vfill 
show surprisingly good results. In some instances it is 
g ood as a therapeutic device for the nervous child . " 
TT iJJe feel that every course taught is important in the 
life of any young person. Since girls sign up voluntarily 
for these courses they are expected to take advantage of all. 
that is offered; both in practice time and in actual class 
participation. Vie have seen those vvho have been very unsure 
and inse cure in many respects actually blossom out in 
typing classes when patience has been exercised and they 
are made to feel that even their feeblest efforts are worth 
v!Th ile even though they may never use typing as a means of 
earning their living . We have found that the girls who can 
type have been able to secure worth-while positions and this 
has been an incentive to the others." 
" Juvenile delinquents should be accepted the same as 
any other high school student. Rhythm and routine have a 
dist inct value in the training of the emotionally disturbed 
c h ild . " 
HThe teaching of typing is never a problem. From the 
f irst day the student has a feel ing of accomplishment and 
·t:::·-: 
(~ 
as he goes on he can evaluate his own progress. I give 
i daily speed tests which are graded for speed and accuracy , 
and each student keeps a chart of his progress. This s o 
accustoms him to speed tests that he doesn't become nervous 
or tense . I have found juvenile delinquents no different 
from othe r students . " 
11 1--Forget that they are delinquents; 2--Proper 
mo tivation; 3--He l p them to be happy and contented." 
TTThere is no difference in teaching typing to the 
de linquent and the non-delinquent unless they are mentally 
unbalanced . " 
"We do not find delinquents very different from 
other chil dren. 11 
TTThese students respond better than the average in 
t h
1
is type of work . The inexperienced teacher should realize 
t~at these delinquents do not present any special problem . 
Use lots of supplementary material.n 
11 The se boys are not_ much different from other boys . 11 
"Strive to t ea ch accuracy and rhythm , first by letter 
l e vel, then syllab le, then word, then sentence. Rhythm is 
very important. Correct position at typewriter, the letter 
' K' oointin~ to center of body , gives correct s l ant for I • o 
reaching keys a ccurate ly. 11 
" The importance of participation in the institution 
office setup was a great asset in promoting the typing 
p ro gress of the individuals who elected to take typing 
• • • • 
_ .. -·-
This off ice participat ion has continued on a regul a r 
assignment basis and we hope to be able to start a new 
class and continue with our advance d students right after 
the Christmas vacation. Our summer class was very 
prcductive for both the girls and the institution. Those 
who have gone out to regular public school on parole since 
t hat time have found their training very helpful and their 
p r pgress a dvanced f or their grouping . " 
"Our setup necessitates individual instruction, and 
p rogr ess a ccording t o each student's ability. We have a 
def inite seating arrangement for each class, and hold ea ch 
student personally responsible for the care of machines by 
occasionally checking the machines immediately after a 
I 
cl a ss session. n 
"Students should be allowe d to proceed at their own 
speed . However , students should be motivated by supplementary 
material tha t measures their skill , such as the typist's. 
speed tests which are put out by Gregg Publications in 
Today's Secretary and Business Education World . If the 
student passes a prescribed test t he Gregg Awards commit tee 
issues a hand-lettered certificate to the individual f or 
the specific test passed . After the student has mast ered 
the keyboard , the vmrk should remain as functional as 
pos sible as long explanations and repetitive drills seem to 
frustrate them and cause rapid loss of interest. " 
·r:. . 
... ;; 
"We have f ound t hat having a gradu~tion exercise in 
June is very helpful in teaching the girls t o t ype . We tea ch 
shorthand , secretarial studies , and typewriting. ~·· hen a girl 
completes all three books, can type at the rate of forty words 
per minute and take dictation at eighty words per minute , s he 
i s eligibl e to graduate from the s tenography course. Two or 
three months before graduation, the gi rls' speed and ac curacy 
increase at a surprising rate. Their speed might be accelerated 
ten or even t wenty words a minute a round this time of the 
year because of the added stimulus of graduation. ~if e find 
t hat a person with a kind, pleasant attitude and a gentle 
vo i ce he lp s our girls to l earn and helps them to like s chool 
be tter. It is a l ways well to keep in mind that any speck of 
partiality causes unhapp iness and unrest . Then too, if the 
child feels t hat the instructor genuinely likes her i t is 
ea sier f or her t o learn . Oftentimes , the children are rude 
or sullen be cause they have not heard from home or are 
thinking about it or are wondering when they are going to 
be paroled . If the instructor treats these moo ds lightly 
wi thov.t g iving the child much attention, usually t he mood 
passes and the next day the child's behavior is normal . One 
mi ght expect the child with a superior intell i gence uotient 
to be ab l e to do her lessons every day and get good grade s, 
but thi s is not true "'Ti th our girls be cause they are 
emotionally upset and oftentimes are unab l e to do the work 
a t all. Sometimes the gi r l will go along for a month or tvm 
' ! ; 
and will do nothing. Then there might be a change and the 
g irl may start getting her v-mrk in and start to behave 
normally a lso. Be cause the girls enter our school at any 
time , few of them can be given class work and , therefore , 
mu ch individual work is necessary. I often call on a 
reliable advanced girl to help if there are several girls 
wh o need help at the same time . If a new teacher could 
visit an institution that handles de linquents, it would be 
of gr eat help if she could observe classes, and the cottages 
vf here the girls live. n 
TT First of all I would suggest that the teacher study 
each student in his class to find what approach to use in 
teaching the particular student . Some students are serious 
minded and want you to be the same with them. Others are 
rather jolly and there has to be a certain amount of joking 
and exchange of wisecracks in orde r t o get the student to 
accept instruction. Fair play with your students is of 
extreme i mportance. n 
"Let each individual go at his own speed . n 
Tr Try to gain the confidence and respect of the child; 
g ive her appreciation of the job requirement s and standards . 
Encourage each to show initiative in whatever areas she 
might be able to demonstrate her personal skills." 
rrwe have found , in our short experience in teaching 
typing , that t he boys are not patient enough to be willing 
to work on drill material until a ccuracy is reached . We 
are having bette r success in l etting them progress after t hey 
have reached a mini mum standard of accuracy and speed . n 
"Take pains to adjust inst r uction to the fluctuating 
na ture of the typical classroom in an institution for 
de linquents . This means teaching must be directed largely 
a t the individual pupil, and it involves a high degree of 
adaptability, ingenuity, and even disregard for conventiona l 
me t hods of sub ject presentation. 11 
"Adapt instruction and material to the ne eds and 
ab ilities of each individual student. Also, integrate 
courses with other vmrk about the institution so that 
c h ildren feel immediate ne eds for typewriting skill. • 
Pe rsonal use of courses should be emphasized.n 
t he 
• •· 
71 Proceed slowly at first. Picture what value good \vork 
has for future opportunities . " 
"S ince our s tudents only r emain with us on an average 
of 1~-2 years, we have developed a course, the objective of 
whi ch is achievement of skill for personal use, and a basis 
for vocationa l specialization. Co~non words are introduced 
earl y by adding vowels E and I to the guide keys . IVIuch 
individual attention is given, due to the short s pan of 
concentration i n adjustment classes . Demonst rations are 
followed by questions , and actual typing . • • • This results 
in several rates of st roking being used in t he same class 
period . More ready l earners thus a ct a s a challenge by 
demonstrating, doing practice t eaching , proofreading and 
5 8 
.._, I 
o rigi nating t ests f or othe r groups. For re laxation and as 
a revrard, we have i ntroduced a rt typing . Si mple borders 
and des i gns are t he firs t attempts . Soon animals and 
b uildings follow . Later, vdth colored typing r ibbons and 
co nstruction paper of diffe rent shades , posters a re made 
for exhi bition purposes . Counting and spacing soon a cquaint 
a s lovr l earner \!IIi th \'mrking parts of her machine . Experi ence 
t e sts have been a help too. Quest ions are answere d by 
ob servations made in t he classroom : ' What i s the name of 
t he make of machines you have used? List ten parts of your 
ma c hine . How do you care f or your machine?' A folder of 
t wenty a ccepted business l etters is the requirement set up 
b efore t abul ation is start ed . Intensive timed testing 
include s the t aking of note s. All subjects are corte l ated 
and evidenced in our school newspaper. With a rotating 
editorial staff , we introduce co~mercial art and duplicating 
p rocesses r anging from the use of one carbon copy to the 
operation of an e l ectric mi me ograph turning out hundreds of 
co p i es . Vie a lso us e a gelatin duplicator for the in-between 
p roj e cts. Since t he duplica ting service is used by t he entire 
i nst itution it 1'\l'arrants t he financ i al expenditure be cause of 
the areas s erved . The special group with lovv intelligence 
quotient ~nd limited r eading span , or with language 
diff iculties, has received help in l earning to r ead and spell 
by using the typmvri t ers for r emedial \·mrk. tr 
"M:e tho ds of instruction should be based on the 
individua l needs and capabilities of the pupils. n 
11 0ur girls need immediate success experience as ~chey 
tend to feel inadequate in school activity. They do better 
when we set short-term goals and step-by-step goals rather 
than final ends . They work more consistently and under le ss 
tension when there is no comparison between the work of 
d i fferent pupils. 11 
ncons i der them as individual people with problems and 
not as 'delinquents'. Use typing for mental hygiene more 
than as a training in business, then you vvill get both. '' 
11 Emphasize the functional nature of typevrriting--that is, 
present real life situations t hat involve letter writing , 
manuscript writing , tabulations, seasonal cards (as at 
Christmas), questionnaires , and typing of the school paper . 
Equally effective are field trips to various offices in 
business, talks by successful stenographers for motivation , 
and practice in filing, using their ovm typed copies . All 
of these suggestions , and many more , make typing interesting 
and of significance to the students . In other words , drill s 
for skill cease to be boring and instead are of vital value 
to the learner in this field. Always keep the student busy 
and aware of problems to be met. t1 
nrf students can feel the teacher is personally 
interested in their progres s more practice will be a pleasure 
and the results des ired will be gradually seen . 11 
71Many of the del i nquents have very short interest spans. 
Motion picture films on typing (by Coronet) are helpful if 
followed by a group discussion of the film. Emphasize and 
e ncourage the setting-up of individual goals of speed and 
accuracy . Encourage the students as frequently as possible . 
Compliment them on things they are doing vve ll and tactfully 
suggest ways to remedy any of their faulty typing habits . tt 
11 If the teacher knows his subject his chief problem 
lies in learning to know and have patience with the boys or 
g irls whom he will teach. 11 (Four schools.) 
11 1 would try to select the ones who seem to have the 
desire and determination to see a thing through and not those 
who are easily discouraged , for learning to type is a day 
by day process . n 
11 The beginning teacher must first establish a proper 
a ttiJcude Nithin her students toward their typing course. 
\'Jh en she has made them understand how valuable this course 
can prove , she has conquered the major problem with her 
·students . '1 
"Uork with students on an individual basis as far as 
possible. Delinquents , vvho have failed in so many phases 
of life, need more encouragement and praise than the average 
student . I found that competition with other students vms 
helpful , each one striving to reach or pass the goal made 
by another. Delinquents , who are more worldly experienced 
than average students, are more interested in actual work 
or accomplishment, such as the school newspaper, letters , 
or work for other departments , than in mere drill exercises, 
and we used this to advantage . Bulletin boards, showing 
i ndividual pupil' s progress, samples of work, from one step to 
a nother, we r e helpful . Inspection tours t hrough actual offi ce 
or bnsine ss pl ace s a re helpful. Pupils v..rere most enthus iastic 
in getting out the s chool paper, carrying it through from 
serving as reporters and getting the news and editing it with 
the help of the teacher, to typing stencils, compiling , 
mimeographing and binding . 11 
vr r would watch the beginner very carefully. The juvenile 
de linquent is apt to t ake 'the easiest way out' and watch his 
f ingers and keys to achieve accuracy, much to his loss at a 
later period . I would enforce the rule that each t ime I saw 
him watching his keys or fingers , he vmuld do the complete 
assignment over again . " 
"Keep progress charts and issue progress certificates . 
Be careful not to di scourage pupils by expecting too much or 
assigning too difficult less ons. Many are slow- learners and 
they must see that they are progressing." 
Interest Shovm in This Study 
To determine the extent of interest in this study, all 
inst itutions were asked if they wanted a copy of the findings . 
Of t he 54 publicly-supported institutions training juvenile 
de linquents v.rh ich offered elementary typewriting L1-5 , or 83 
per cent , asked for a copy of the findings . Of the 50 
institutions which offe red some courses in business e ciucation 
b ut di d not offer elementary typewriting , 17 , or 31 per c~nt , 
.--2 
asked for a copy of the findings . In response to the 
preliminary letters , 31 superintendents vvrote letters 
or notes stating they offered no business education and 
hence it 1~rould be fruitless to forward the questionnaire 
b ut asked for a copy of the findings . Apparent in all the 
letters received and the personal notations on the 
questionnaires was the genuine interest in how other 
institutions were adapting and modifying the teaching of 
elementary typewriting so that it would be most useful 
under the specialized circumstances . 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUIVITviA RY OF FINlJINGS AND RECOIVIMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to determine the methods 
and techniques used in teaching elementary typevvriting in 
publicly-supporte d institutions training juvenile delinquents . 
This chapter summarizes the findings on the ma jor and 
subordinate problems involved in this study. Because 93 
superintendents of the 104 co-operating , or 89 per cent, 
asked for a copy of the findings and expre ssed interest in 
t he background information concerning institutions offering 
busine ss education a s well as interest in the major t hes is, 
this sum:nary covers both areas of investigation. 
Background Information 
1. Total enrollment in those institutions training 
juvenile delinquents and offering business 
education ranged from 17 to 1025, but 72 per cent 
showed enrollment unde r 200 . 
2 . The ages of the students in business education 
ranged from 10 to 21 years . However , the majority 
of the co-operating s chools, or 86 per cent, 
indicated the average age of the children to be 
14, 15, or 16 . 
3. Seven different committing agencies ·were listed . 
In 66 per cent of the institutions the Juvenile 
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Court , or the Juvenile Court in conjunction with 
the Youth Authority or Commission , was the 
comrni tting agency . Twenty per cent of the 
institutions listed 11 court 11 or 11 court ordern 
without specifying which court. 
4 . Of the 104 co-operating schools , 54 institutions, 
or 52 per cent, offered s ome business subjects . 
5. Business subjects were offe red as early as 1910. 
But 52 per cent of the institutions fi rst 
organized these courses during the pe riod 1940 
t o 1950 . 
6. Of all the business subjects offered, elementary 
typewriting was the most frequently offered, 
being g iven by 84 per cent of the schools . 
7. Only one full-time business teacher was employed 
by 65 per cent of the schools offering business 
education. Fifteen per cent of the schools had 
no full-time business teacher . Ten per cent of 
the schools employed t wo or three .full-time 
business teachers. 
8. The superintendent represented the sole appointing 
authority in 49 per cent of the schools; in eight 
per cent the superintendent shared the authority 
with the state dire ctor of education ; and in nine 
per cent of the schools the business education 
teacher was appointed under state civil service . 
' 0 
9. £v1inimum quali f ications f or busines s education 
teachers included a college degree in 68 per cent 
of the schools , and certifica tion by the state 
board of education in 74 per cent. Practically 
all demanded other qualifications in conjunction 
with those named above. 
10 . Forty- s ix per cent of the business tea chers stayed 
l ess than f ive years in one institution; ano t her 
18 per cent remaine d l ess than ten years . Twe lve 
per cent of the institutions retained t he same 
bus iness t eacher between 20 and 30 years . 
11. \1\[her e full maintenance vvas off ered, the mean 
average salary of the full-time business t eacher 
was $2241; othenvise the mean average salary 
was ~) 3300. 
12 . The mean average increment for the business teache r 
was $158. In the ma jority of institutions, or 53 
per cent, this increment wa s determined by state 
law or specifically by the state civil service. 
13. Sixty-seven per cent of the co-operating 
i nstitutions required the business teacher to 
assume duties other than t eaching. These duties 
included 13 v-1hich vm re pri marily supervisory, four 
which we re clerical in nature, two which were 
teaching , and three miscellaneous. The duties most 
fre quently mentioned were teaching academic subjects 
,I' 
or acting as school principal, responsibility for 
the school paper, or supervision of recreation. 
Three institutions listed duties other than tea ching 
which vvere required in the summer only . 
14. Only JO per cent of the business teachers were 
allowed a leave of absence to further their 
education . Of these only 21 per cent were offered 
l eave with full pay . 
Elementary Type1.vri ting 
1. In 34 per cent of the co-operating institutions, 
the size of the class ranged between six to ten 
students. In 26 per cent the average size of the 
class was between 10 and 15 students, and in 19 
per cent of the schools there were between 16 and 
20 students per class. 
2 . The length of each class period varied from 20 
minutes to 180 minutes per class . However , 64 
per cent of the class periods lasted between 45 
and 60 minutes . 
3. The vast majority of schools, or 85 per cent , 
had five or less class periods per week . 
Lv . In 46 per cent of the inst itutions elementary 
typewriting \ovas offered 36 to 40 \rmeks per year, 
although 24 per cEmt offered the subject 52 weeks 
in the year. 
5· The leading typewriters were the Royal, the 
Underwood, the L. c. Smith, and the Remington 
Rand with the following percentage of use 
respectively: 72 per cent, 67 per cent, 
53 per cent, and 41 per cent . 
6. The bases of admission of students to the 
typewriting c l ass were divided into four 
classifications. some form of intelligence 
quotient test was used by 57 per cent of the 
schools. Recommendation of the superintendent, 
social worker, business teacher or psychiatrist 
predominated. Seventy-six per cent of the 
co-operating schools had no minimum age require-
ment as basis of a dmission. 11 Academi c ability" 
was the basis in 33 per cent. Interest expressed 
by the student was the sole requirement in 
20 per cent of the schools. 
7• It would seem that the business teachers in these 
institutions took advantage of various modern 
teaching aids· Charts were used by 91 per cent, 
and drill material by 83 per cent. Lesson plans 
were used by 77 per cent of the teachers and 
74 per cent integrated work for other departments . 
Bulletin board displays were considered important 
by 63 per cent and more than half the classes 
worked on the school newspaper . Films were used 
by only 46 per cent of the business t eachers. 
F' illing in app lication bl anks , music, and talks 
by s ecretaries in various fields were not used 
as extensively. 
8 . 1'he import ance of integrating other subjects Vii th 
elementary typeHriting was obse rved . Ni nety-three 
per cent of t he t eachers integrated spelling and 
83 per cent integrated general business i nfo r mation. 
Gr ammar vJas i ntegrated by 80 per cent, composition 
by 70 per cent of the teachers , a nd arithmetic by 
54 per cent. 
9 . Accura cy \'Vas checked a s the primary approa ch by 
70 per cent of t he teachers , a lthough qualifying 
comments indicated t hat individual differ ences of 
students de termined whe t he r speed or accuracy 
we r e stres sed primarily . 
10 . Erasing was not permitted at all in 35 per cent 
of the schools. 1'he remaining s chools deemed it 
i mportant to t each eras ing but pennitted the practice 
of it only at spe cif ied times unde r controlled 
conditions . 
11 • The i mportance of pr oofreading by the student was 
recogni zed and stressed by 100 per cent of the 
tea chers, with 63 per cent re quiring proofreading 
of a ll papers. 
69 
12. Direct dictation to the student at the typewriter 
was utilized by 71 per cent of the teachers as 
compared 11vith 26 per cent who did not use this 
technique at all. 
13. Personal demonstration of various techniques by 
the business teacher was considered exceedingly 
valuable . Insertion and removal of paper was 
demonstrated by 91 per cent of the teachers, and 
the position of the hands and carriage return by 
90 per cent. Posture , proper strol-ing, and use of 
the shift keys were demonstrated by 85 per cent of 
the teachers. Eighty-one per cent demonstrated 
the proper reaches of all keys introduced. The 
use of tabulator keys , the use of carbons, and 
centering were personally demonstrated by SO per 
cent of the teachers. 
14. The extreme importance of coping with individual 
differences in juvenile delinquents was stressed . 
Four specific methods were discussed in coping 
with these individual differences . The most 
i mportant , observed by 85 per cent of the teachers, 
seemed to be that of allowing students to progress 
at their ovm speed. Fifty per cent analyzed the 
student's errors . In 46 per cent of the classes the 
work was assigned individually , based upon the speed 
and accuracy ability of each student . Teacher-
'11 
established minimum requirements were felt to be 
helpful in dealing with individual differences 
by 37 per cent of the teachers. 
15. Most schools indicated more than one textbook was 
used in teaching elementary typewriting. Twenty-
six different texts were used, with 56 per cent 
of the schools using texts published between 1945 
and 1951 and 24 per cent using texts published 
between 1940 and 1945. 
16. Material supplementary to the typing manuals 
was used by 66 per cent of the teachers. 
17. The precise order of lessons as presented in the 
textbooks was followed by 57 per cent of the 
teachers. The remaining teachers indicated they 
adapted the order of lessons to individual needs. 
18. Fifty-one per cent of the teachers emphasized 
they set up no minimum net or gross speed 
requirements. The remaining 49 per cent had 
established speed requirements ranging from 20 
to 50 net words per minute, but indicated these 
were flexible in accordance with individual 
differences. 
19. It was felt by only 57 per cent of those replying 
that elementary typewriting expedited placement of 
the juvenile delinquent in a job after release 
from the institution. In contrast, superintendents 
and teachers answered unanimously in the affirmative 
that they believed the elementary typewriting 
course was effective in he lping the juvenile delinquent 
in adjusting through the development of better work 
hab it s . 
20 . Based on their personal experience in the field 
90 per cent of the t eachers and superintendents 
offered constructive suggestions to the typing 
teacher inexperience d in dealing \vi th juvenile 
delinquents . Ei ghty-e i ght per cent of the 
suggestions were directed to teacher-pupil 
attitude . Of these 19 per cent specifically 
indicated the main objective to be therapy and 
60 per cent directed t he ir remarks to coping with 
indivi dual differences. 
Re co~nendations for Further Study 
l. A study should be made oco determine whether or not 
paroled juvenile delinquents feel their training 
in business education aided them in their per sonal 
readjustment to society . 
2 . A s tudy should be made investigating how many 
paroled juvenile delinquents actually use bus iness 
education vocationally . 
.r; , . 
. , 
3. A study should be made comparing accomplishment in 
academic subject s and progress in those phases of 
business education involving the skill subjects in 
schools training juvenile delinquents . 
~- · Studies should be made investigating textbooks in 
the various business education subjects to determine 
which textbooks most adequately provide for 
individual differences and , therefore, can be 
adapted best for use in schools training juvenile 
delinquents. 
5. Studies should be made t o determine what 
mo difications and adapta tions of s tandard 
methodology must be made in teaching such subjects 
in busines s education as a rithmetic, English, 
spelling and social s tudies in schools tra ining 
juvenile delinquents . 
6 . A study should be made i nvestigating why 
psychia trists , psychologists, and social workers 
in schools tra ining juvenile delinquents 
recommend business educa tion as therapy . 
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APP ENDIX A 
~ ~~.4 
S J's\.T E OF RHODE ISL·\.ND AND PROVIDENCE PL~"'JTATIONS 
DEP AR'l'MEN'.l' OF' SOCIAL WELFARE 
ED\\~\.RD P . R E IDY 
D IR E C T O R 
AN::"iA ::\1. :\IORO~EY R . 1. TRAINING SCHOOL FOR GIR I..S 
Sl.P F.RI.:"\'I'EXUl~:"'\'T 
November 9, 1951 
Dea r Superintendent : 
I need your he l p . For three year s I 've t aught bus iness 
educa t i on in this s chool. It has been f un , har d work , and 
r e1'lar cli ng . 1JovJ I 1rmnt t o vvr i t e my t hesi s on methods and 
t e chn i ques used in t eachi ng e l ementa r y typewriting in 
pub l icly-supported i ns t i t utions t r a i n i ng juvenile del i n-
qu e nt s . The gene r a l public i s not mvare of the di r e need 
of these prob l em youngsters : edu cation a dapted t o t hem 
.o n the i r level of understandi ng and yet education 
s u f fi cient l y rigid to ser ve as vo cational t r a ining as ~ve ll 
as t he rapy . 
I n or der for my study t o be valid I must have at 
l eas t 100 rep l ies on whi ch to base my s t a t istics and 
apparently t here a re onl y 117 i nstitut ions of this, t ype 
in t he country! ··ie bo t h knmi that most i nstitution s a re 
ove r wor ked and understaff e d , and that l i t tle time is 
a v a i l able f or r e sea r ch . Thi s s tudy of mine wi ll not b e 
worl d- shatteri ng but if it se rves as a t iny enteri ng 
wedge for re cognit ion of t he sphere of bus i ness educ ation 
f or these youngsters i t v;i l l have been worthwhi le . 
I'-Iay I send you t his quest i onnair e vJi t hin t he next 
ten days? ~'Jill you have i t fi lled in and returne d prompt l y ? 
I i n cl ose a postal ca r d f or your answe r . 
Wi th _appr ecia t i on , 
(Miss) ~rdene Gage 
~- 1 Circuit Drive 
Hox s ie , Rhode Is l and 
'i I . 
APPENDIX B 
Dear Miss Gage: 
You may send me the 
questionnaire and I will have it 
filled in and returned to you promptly • 
. (signed) .•.......•............• 
.[)j_ 
APPENDIX C 
Sl'ATE OF RHODE ISL·\.ND AND PROVIDENCE PL-\..i.~TATIONS 
DEPAR".l'MENT OF SOCIAL "'W"ELFARE 
DIUJ.;;CTOR 
AN:sA. ~I. :\.IQROXEY R . I . TRAINING SCHOOL FOR GJRI .... "3 
~U:PEH.J~'I'EXJ)J.:XT 
Dear Superintendent: 
On November 9 I mailed a letter to all super-
intendents, asking for help in collecting data for a 
thesis on the methods and techniques used in teaching 
e 1 ementary tyPe"~,rri ting in publicly-supported institutions 
training juvenile delinquents. The interest and response 
e:~pressed by notes, letters, and supplementary aterial 
ha s been most gratifying. Hovve ver, I must have a t l east 
100 replies on vvhi ch to base statistics and I need your 
response as there are so few institutions of this t~oe 
in the country. 
It is easy to understand t hat my original l etter 
mi ght have found its -vvay to the bottom of a pile of 
correspondence in your office while more urgent matters 
take precedence . I am anxious to include information 
about your institution in my study and hope you will 
take time now to write me on the enclosed posta l card 
tha t your ins titution will participate. -
Sincerely yours, 
(Miss) Er dene Gage 
en c. 
December 12 , 1951 
APP~NDIX D 
~ ~q,~ 
Sl'ATE OF RHODE ISL<\.ND AND PROVIDENCE PL~TATIONS 
DEPARTMENT 0 1!' SOCIAL '\VELFA RE 
ED\\>\.RD P. REIDY 
DIRl•:C'rOR 
AN~ ::\1. ~IOHO~EY R. I . TRAINING SCHOOL l'OR GIRJ.-.S 
SUPBUJ::"\'l'E:SUEXT 
Current Date 
(Personalized salutation): 
The receipt of your postal card, stating that your 
institution \.vould participate in my study, J..•ras very 
encouraging! Inclosed i s the questionnaire with a 
self-addressed envelope. 
No dep·artment, course, or subject is any be.tter 
than the tea cher 1vho handles it . jyiy personal feeling 
is tha t the te a cher dealing with the juvenile delinquent 
must have a special temperament and should have 
specialized training. Accordingly I have directed a 
few questions on the first page to investigation of the 
st a tus of the t eacher in other institutions . 
1s the last three pages are r a t he r t e chnical, this 
questionnaire is set up with the thought that the Super-
i ntendent will f ill in page one only and will then turn 
i t over f or completion to the member of the Staff who 
does the a ctual teaching of typewriting. Although the 
qu est ions are numerous, most of them can be answered by · 
a check mark or one word. I've tried to make answering 
as painless as possible and figure the last three pages 
should take a maximum of t wenty minutes to complete. 
~gain , thank you for your help. 
Sincerely yours, 
(Miss) Erdene Gage 
Enc . 2 
P . s . Even if you have no business education in your 
institution I spould appreciate it if you would fill in 
Section I of the questionnaire . · 
E. G. 
() , I 
APPENDIX E 
A STUDY OF METHODS AND TECHNIQUES USED I N TEACHI NG 
ELElflENTARY 'rYP EWRITING IN INSTITUTIONS 
FOR JUVENILE DELINQUENTS 
I- - GENERAL I NJ:i'O FI.MA'l' ION REGARD ING 'I'HE SCHOOL: 
Nan1e of t l1e School .......... .. .............................. . 
Loc ation ..... .. ............................................. . 
Person reporting ••.••••••.•.•••.••.•..• Position held •••..•••• 
1. Numbe r of de linquents enrolled in the school 
2 . Average age of de linquents -------------
3. How is the juvenile delinquent cownitted to the school? 
4 . How is r eadiness for release from the school determined? 
5. Does the s chool off er courses in business education? 
----6. When were these first organized? 
--------------------------7. ' ~:PECIFICALLY, -iVHAT BUSINESS EDUCATI ON COURSES ARE OFFERED? 
8 . If your institution does not at present offer a type-
l.vriting course does it plan to do so within the next 
three years? 
-----------------------------------------------
I I --GENERAL I NFORJVIATION CONCERNI NG THE BUSINESS EDUCATION 
TEACHER: 
1. How many full-time business teachers a r e employed in 
your school? (full-time meaning three or more hours 
1 of teaching daily) 
----------------------------------------2 . By whom are t hese teachers appointed? ______________ _ 
3. Wha t are the minimum qualifications for these tea chers? 
(Check all which apply): 
a . college degree; degree i n education; 
--- other; 
____ b. specJ.al tra ining or previous work with de linquents 
____ c. state civil s ervice examination or certif ication; 
_____ d . certification by State Board of Education. 
4 . On the average, how long does the business teacher r emain 
in your institution? 
---------------------------------------
(. .. 
5. \:lhat is the average annual salary for the business 
t eacher? 
---------------------------------------------6. What is the amount of the annual increments? 
---
How are these increments determined? 
-----------7. Must the business teacher assume duties other than 
te a ching ? 
--------------------------------------------8 . If so, please name the spe cific duties. 
-----------
9 . Is leave with pay offered as inducement to further 
the specialized education of the business teacher? 
I I.I --SPECIFIC IJ\TFORJVIATION REGARDING THE ELElVIENTARY 
TYPE'~vRITING COURSE: 
1. What is the average number of students per type-
VJTi ting class? 
Vifhat is the length of class perio d in minutes? 
-
2 • 
What is the number of class periods per week? 
4 . hThat is the number of weeks in the year the course is g iven? __________________________________________ __ 
5. Please check the makes of machines that are being 
used by beginning students: 
____ a . Remington Rand 
b . Royal 
d. Underwood 
----e. Electri c 
----c. L. c. Smith f. other 
----6 . Indicate the basis of admission to the typewriting 
class: 
a. Specific I. Q. tests: Binet; ____ Wechsler 
Bellevue; other; 
b. recommenda tion of: psychiatrist; __ busi-
ness teacher; social worker; _superin-
tendent; other ; 
c. student must have attained age: 
---
d. other: 
------------------------------------------7. Please check the teaching aids used: 
a . music d . charts 
---b~ films e . lesson plans 
c. bulletin board f . drill material 
---
g . magazine and/or newspap er clippings 
---· h. talks by secretaries in various fields 
---i. work on school ne~>-.rspaper 
___ j. work for other departments 
k . application b lank s for employment of 
--- va rious types 
,-1. 
o . , a. Do vou con~ider t he standard methodology of teaching 
Typewriting I as u sed in the public schools practicable 
in your school? _______ _ 
b . If not, have you any printed me t hodology which you use 
with succe ss? If yes, please list below: 
Author Title Publishe r Da te 
9 . Do you give an orientation t a lk at the start of the course? 
10 ~ Which of t he f ollovdng subjects do you integra"ce with the 
t)~ewriting course? Please check. 
a . 
---. b. 
---
___ c. 
grammar 
composition 
spelling 
d . a rithmetic 
---e . general busine ss 
--- information 
f. othe r 
---11. Please indicate your primar y approa ch in teaching type -
writing: 
a . accuracy ( empha sis always on accuracy in all work ) 
----b . speed (alternate drives first f or speed then for 
control) 
c. othe r 
----1 2 . To what extent is erasing in beginning typev.rriting per-
mitted -after it is f irst t aught in class: 
a . on all assigned clas s work 
---.b . on letters and manuscript vmrk only 
c. only vvhen specified by the tea cher 
---d . not at all 
13. To vvhat extent do students proofread their vmrk: 
I 
14. 
a . 
---,b. on all papers on most papers 
To what extent is direct 
a t the typewriter: 
a. very frequently 
---. b . frequently 
----
___ c. 
d . 
----
only when speci-
f ied 
other 
di ctation g iven to the student 
___ c. occasiona lly 
d . not at all 
---
15. Pl ease indica t e which of the f ollowing you personally 
demonstrate a t t he t ypewriter : 
a. posture 
---~b. oosition of hands 
c. insertion and removal of paper 
----
___ d . p roper stroking technique 
----
e . carriage r e tur n 
f. use of shift keys 
-----g . use of tabulator key 
h~ proper reaches of all keys introduced 
---i. use of ca rbons 
___ j. centering 
Q . .,. ,c~b 
r. ./ 
1 6 . Plea se - che ck the devices used in coping with individual 
differenc es in students: 
a . teacher-established minimum r equirements 
----b . a llov1 students t o progress a t individual speed 
c. assign work base d on speed and a ccura cy ability 
---d . make anal y s i s of student 's errors 
e . other 
---17. Pl ease name the textbooks used in Typewriting I: 
Aut hor Title Publisher Date 
1 8,. Is all the material use d in class t aken from typing manuals? 
I 1 9,. I s t he order of lessons presented in the t ext f ollovv-ed?_ 
20 . \'Jhat i s the mi nimum spee d r equirement for f irst- year 
students at t he end of the school year? 
___ a . gross words per minute; b. net words per 
---
c. none minute; 
21 . In a ttempting to evaluat e the elementa ry typev.Jriting 
course , do you personally feel: 
a . t hat it is effective in help i ng the delinquent 
--- i n adjusting t hrough the deve lopment of better 
1iWrk habits ? 
b . that it expedites pl acement i n a job afte r the 
--- delinquent is released f rom the institution? 
BASED ON PERSONAL EXPERI ENCE HAVE YOU ANY SUGGESTIONS THAT 
VJ GULD HELP A TYPING TEACHER WHO IS I NEXPERI ENCED IN TEACHING 
JBVENILE DELINQUENTS? 
I ,V--DO YOU WI SH A COPY OF THE FINDINGS OF THI S STUDY? 
Plea se re turn t his i nfo r mation in the atta ched enveloo e to: 
Mi ss Er dene Gage , 41 Circuit Drive, Hoxsie , Rhode Isl~nd 
AP PENDIX F 
CO-OPERATING INSTITUTIONS 
County and Municipal, United States 
B ouganvillea 
Louisville and J efferson County 
Children's Home 
He nnepin County Home School for Boys 
He nnepin County Home School for Girls 
Ramsey County Home School f or Boys 
C]eveland Boys' School 
Luzerne County Industrial School 
for Boys 
Florida 
Kentucky 
Minnesota 
Minnesota 
Minnesota 
Ohio 
Pennsylvania 
National and State, United States and Canada 
Alabama Boys' Industrial School 
Al abama Industrial School 
f or Negro Children 
State Training School for Girls 
Arkansas Boys' Industrial School 
Girls' Training School 
California Vocational Institution 
Fricot Ranch School for Boys 
F r ed C. Ne lles School for Boys 
Paso Robles School f or Boys 
Preston School of Industry 
Los Guilucos School for Girls 
Be n Lomond Forestry Camp 
State Industrial School for Girls 
State Industrial School for Boys 
Long Lane School 
Ferris School for Boys 
Fiorida Industrial School for Boys 
Apalachee Correctional Institution 
Georgia Training School 
: f or Girls (Negro) 
Idaho Industrial Training School 
St at e Training School for Boys 
State Training School for Girls 
Indiana Girls' School 
I ndi ana Boys' School 
Alabama 
Alabama 
Alabama 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
California 
California 
California 
California 
California 
California 
California 
Colorado 
Colorado 
Connecticut 
Delaware 
Florida 
Florida 
Georgia 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Indiana 
I 
State Juvenile Home 
I o \,ra Tr a ining .S chool for Boys 
Iowa Tr a ining School f or Girls 
B o~s' Industrial School 
Louisiana Tr a i ning Institute 
s t b te I ndustrial School f or Girls 
S ~ate Industrial School 1fo r Colored Youths 
S~ate School for Boys 
St a t e School f or Girls 
Montro se School f or Girls 
Indust rial School f or Boys 
Lyman School f or Boys 
Bdys' Vocational School 
Mi nne sota State Trai ning School 
for Boys 
Tfaining School f or Boys 
Training School f or Girls 
Rillton School for Girls 
M6nt ana St at e I ndustrial School 
M6nt ana St at e Voc~tional School 
1f or Girls 
Girls' Tr a ining School 
Ne vada School of Indus try 
N 81"1 Hampshire State I ndustrial School 
Ne w J ersey State Home for Boys 
Girls' \lfe l f are Home 
New Mexico Industr-ia l School R~ c eption Center 
New York St at e Vocational I nstitution 
St a t e Agricultural and 
I ndustrial School 
New York St ate Tr a ining School 
fo r Boys 
Annex of State Training School 
I for Boys 
Ne v.J York St a te Training School 
, f or Girls 
S1tate Training School 
for Negro Girls 
State Home and Industrial School 
1 f or Girls Morrison Tra ining School 
Eastern Carolina Training School 
Stonewall Jackson Training School 
~ t ate Training School 
Ohio State Reformatory 
~arion Training School 
Ce ntral Reception and 
Cl assification Center 
Iowa 
Iowa 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Maine 
Mar yland 
Ivia s sachuset ts 
Mas sachusetts 
Michi gan 
Mi nnesota 
l.Vli s souri 
Missouri 
Mi s souri 
r:rontana 
rviontana 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
New Hampshire 
New Jerse y 
New Mexico 
New Mexico 
New York 
Ne'\'l York 
New York 
New York 
Nevv York 
New York 
North Car olina 
North Carolina 
North Carolina 
North Carolina 
North Carolina 
North Dakota 
Ohio 
Ohio 
Ohio 
I 
Boys' Industrial School 
Gi rls' Industrial School 
Blossom Hill School 
State Training School f or Negro Boys 
St at e Tra ining School f or Negro Girls 
H i~lcrest School of Oregon 
Woodburn Boys' School 
Pennsylvania Industrial School 
S ~eighton Far m School for Girls 
Gumbert School for Girls 
Rhode Island Training School f or Girls 
Rhode Island Training School for Boys 
South Carolina Industrial School 
f or Girls 
South Carolina Industrial School 
f or Boys 
Sout h Dakota Training School 
Stat e Training and Agricultural 
School for Colored Boys 
State Training and Agricultural 
School for White Boys 
State School f or Girls 
Crockett St at e School f or Negro Girls 
Utah State Industrial School 
W ~ eks School · 
Janie Porter Barrett School 
1 for Girls 
Bon Air Industrial School 
H~nove r Industria l School 
B¢aumont Tra ining School for Boys 
Wa shington State Training School 
f or Boys 
Ma rtha Washington School for Gi r ls 
West Virginia Industrial School 
fo r Boys 
West Vi rginia Industrial School 
' for Colored Boys 
W~orning Girls' School 
Wyoming Industrial Institute 
Kawailoa Tr aining School for Gi rls 
Koolau Boys' Horne 
In dustrial School f or Girls 
I 
Na tional Training School for Boys 
Natural Bridge Camp 
Provincial Industrial School for Boys 
Provincial Industrial School for Girls 
Manitoba Home f or Boys 
Ohio 
Ohio 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Pennsylvania 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
South Carolina 
South Dakota 
Tennessee 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Texas 
Utah 
Vermont 
Virginia 
Virginia 
Virginia 
Virginia 
Wa shington 
Washington 
Tuvest Virginia 
West Virginia 
Wyoming 
vlyoming 
Territory of Hawaii 
Territory of Hawaii 
Puerto Rico 
Washington, D. c. 
Virginia 
PROVINCIAL 
British Columbia 
British Columbia 
I•lani toba 
if! 
Boys' Industrial Home 
N o;va Scotia School for Boys 
Ontario Training School for B0ys 
Odtario Training School for Boys 
Ontario Training School for Boys 
St. John's Training School 
Ontario Training School for Girls 
St'. Mary's Training School 
Mdnt Saint-Antoine 
Boys' Farm and Training School 
Maison Not~e-Dame de la Garde 
Saskatchewan Boys' School 
! 
PRIVATE 
Wayside School for Girls 
PROVINCIAL 
New Brunswick 
Nova Scotia 
Ontario (Bowmanville) 
Ontario (Coburg) 
Ontario (Guelph) 
Ontario 
Ontario 
Ontario 
Quebec 
Quebec 
Quebec 
Saskatchewan 
New York 
